
Magnificent
Christmas Decor
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PRODUCT'

AT

his Christmas, Turyaa welcomes all their
precious guests to come forth and enjoy the
feast with smoking sizzler during the winter

while you completely drift away with the enchanting
ambience of the hotel! The most unique aspect for this
year is that the members of Turyaa Hotel took over a
mission of setting this building to sparkle, jingle and
look tremendous out of waste products.
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Every decorated piece of art that is
seen is made out of junk that goes
into the bin", says the hotel General
Manager. The lavishing entrance
of pink and purplish shades is
complimented with a black piano
seated on which is a Santa Claus to
add to the festive spirit. The Lobby's
ceiling is decorated with hanging stars
those made out of the cardboard with
each of the hotel employee's picture
stuck on it as an acknowledgement
and appreciation of their service.

The Nativity has actual living grass in
order to give it a touch of reality with
a waterfall on the right made with
pebbles and stones.

However the main highlight is the
bottle art of 8 layers made with about
2018 used glass bottles, representing
a Christmas tree! This magnificent
piece of art has been created with the
support of the Turyaa family.

Even their 25-foot tall grand Christmas
Tree is made out of all the dumps
that one could possibly imagine!
The tall beautiful Tree represents
Eco-Friendly environment as Turyaa
itself is based originally on a tree
concepted virtue. The Kalpavriksha,
sculpted on the wall is considered as
a wish-fulfilling divine tree in Hindu
mythology.

"Arun Raj, our General Manager has
been instrumental for his contribution
of ideas, support involvement", say
the Hotel Staff. "lt's only with his and
the entire staff's support that made
this project turn from dream to reality!

Turyaa, being new in the line of lT
corridor landmark, and residing 20
minutes away from the splashing
wavy beach is a perfectly viewed
Hotels now amongst in the eyes
of many. Rated as S-star deluxe
hotel, the business and leisure hotel
name Turyaa itself is driven from
a Sanskrit word that means "Pure
Consciousness".

How to get there:
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Address: ui)),Lu Mahabatipuram
Road, Thiruvengadam Nagar,
Kotlivakkam" Chennui,
Tamil Nadu 600041

Phone: 044 6697 0000
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